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Respect to All 

HSSE Leaders



Brain Teaser



The BIG PICTURE



INCREASE PROFITABILITY: Working for World 
Class Companies. 

Increased Performance and  
Productivity.

Improved relations and morale.

Reduces the level of 
risk and ensures that  
Organisations 
comply with 
legislation.

reduces the number of mistakes and 
the cost of correcting problems

Generates positive PR for the Company. .

lowers insurance 
premiums.

Safety Management & Profitability



Direct Costs
❑ Medical Treatment Cost

❑ Compensation

Indirect Costs
❑ Regulatory Penalty & Fine

❑ Reputational Damage

❑ Operational Loss

❑ Moral – Consequences

❑ Human Resources

❑ Legal 

Indirect Costs = 2 to 20 times Direct Costs

What does an accident really cost?



Organization can write “CAPA” but families have 

permanent loss & constant anxiety (PLACA)



Business Survival

The first duty of business 
is survival, and the guiding 
principle of business 
economics is avoidance of 
loss - not maximisation of 
profit

Peter F. Drucker



Competing Priorities



Is Safety more important than Production? 

QUICK QUESTION

“No one gets paid for not having accidents; they

get paid for producing goods."



What is Safety Ethics?



Turn to the person next to you, take 2 

minutes and describe what Ethics means



Then, What is Safety Ethics?

Ethics is the set of moral principles by 

which people conduct themselves 

personally, socially, or professionally.

Ethics may be defined as the set of moral 

principles that distinguish what is right from 

what is wrong. 



…..The application of  moral principles, standards of  

behaviour, or set of  values regarding safety conduct in 

the workplace as individuals and in a group setting

Safety ethics is an invisible 
employee behaviour, noticeable 
by its absence.



Are HSE Managers in trouble?



A culture that truly values ethical (and safe) behavior 

must be led by men and women committed to principle 

for its own sake, not solely for the purpose of compliance.



Nobody Gets Hurt

All Accidents can be prevented

Everyone has a Zero Tolerance of Unsafe 

Behaviour

Everyone looks out for themselves and 

others





Striving to “do the right thing” can help HSSE Managers 

create sustainable HSE programs that have positive 

impacts on the company’s economic health.



Where do we start from?



Do you have HSE Policy?
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“Top management must establish an OH&S policy that is 

consistent with the purpose and context of the organization”



❑ Our real role is to create passion, drive and 

energy in people! 

❑People support what they help create

❑Give people something to believe in!

❑People don’t care how much you know until they 

know how much you care!

❑Celebrate Milestones and Share the Good 

News“….What Gets Celebrated Gets Done Well.”



How do we enhance Business 

Sustainability
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Treat HSE as a Corporate Social Responsibility
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Do we engage our colleagues?



"People support what they help create."

Create

Ownership

And

Change

Happens

W. Edwards Deming 



HSE Survey

Consultation and 

Participation

Safety information, 

training and instruction

Responsibility at All 

Levels

Create a Slogan

Visibility and Availability



▪Staff undergo Training

▪ Training   creates  “ Understanding”

▪Understanding  synthesizes “Information”

▪ Information becomes “ Knowledge”

▪Does the knowledge become “ Wisdom”?



The only true Wisdom is in 

knowing you know nothing

Socrates



On Your Own - OYO
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Do you know the Vision, Mission and 

Strategy of your Organization?



What is your Company’s Vision



Strategy is a well defined roadmap of an 

organization. It defines the overall mission, 

vision and direction of an organization.



A man without eyes is blind, but a 

man without a vision is dead



The lack of strategy can cause confusion 

when two priorities seem to conflict.
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How do you measure the safety 

performance in your Organization?



Safety has historically been measured by its failures. 



What do we measure? 

HSE Committee held 

12 Meetings

The HSE Committee 

implemented 12 

Corrective Actions



“Managing safety only by LTI, is like playing 

tennis with your eye on the scoreboard and 

not on the ball” ……(Bernard Borg, 2002)



What makes measures effective

❑Reliability

o The consistency or repeatability of the measurement

❑Validity and Visibility

o Relationship between measurement and program 

❑Understandability

o Can you/others explain what they mean? 

❑Action-ability

o Can results be translated into action



If HSE Managers do not understand the cultures 

in which they are embedded, those cultures will 

manage them



Looking Forward



Development of a “Sickness Management Tool” 

similar to “Accident Management Tool”
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Use of Balanced Scorecard to manage HSE



3

Use of Technology to drive HSE Excellence



4 Enterprise Risk Management



…..Finally



Encourage Ubuntu



….Be Assertive



If you were in this boat, what would you do ?



A Prepared Organization is 

a Safe Organization.




